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Sharon Brinks (brinkslawfirm@brinkslawfirm.net) 
<brinkslawfirm@brinkslawfirm.net> 
unread, 
Jan 21, 2021, 3:00:32 PM (12 days ago)  

� 

 

� 
to madcm@googlegroups.com 

My municipality is implementing.   

  

What issues have we had with informal hearings that I should be ready for other than the obvious one of 
what if a defendant tries to subpoena the same. 

 
james brennan 
<jamesbrennanlaw64@gmail.com> 
unread, 
Jan 21, 2021, 4:15:01 PM (12 days ago)  

� 

 

� 
to Jonathan Morse 
Hi Sharon. Don Chisholm, in 44th, Royal Oak had been using video footage for a couple 
years at informal. I observed some of these hearings. As a general rule,  I would say that 
video, viewed together in court, eliminates most arguments.  Stay safe and healthy.  
 
On Thu, Jan 21, 2021, 3:00 PM Sharon Brinks <brinks...@brinkslawfirm.net> wrote: 

My municipality is implementing.   

  



What issues have we had with informal hearings that I should be ready for other than the obvious one of 
what if a defendant tries to subpoena the same. 

-- 
You received this message because you are subscribed to the Google Groups "MADCM" 
group. 
To unsubscribe from this group and stop receiving emails from it, send an email 
to madcm+un...@googlegroups.com. 
To view this discussion on the web 
visit https://groups.google.com/d/msgid/madcm/CH2PR19MB34932624CB37A5586E9802D6
ABA19%40CH2PR19MB3493.namprd19.prod.outlook.com. 

 
Millmore, Laura 
<Laura.Millmore@lansingmi.gov> 
unread, 
Jan 21, 2021, 4:32:40 PM (12 days ago)  

� 

 

� 
to madcm@googlegroups.com 
Lansing Police and MSP have submitted dashcam and body cam videos for years and they 
are very useful. I fully agree that they eliminate most arguments, but there are a few 
defendants that will continue to say despite evidence to the contrary that they did not violate 
the law.  With all of my informal hearings on zoom these days, the police department has set 
up a computer that the officers can use to share their screen.    They also help when the 
officer has recorded statements made at accident scenes.    
 
Sent from my iPad 
 
 
On Jan 21, 2021, at 4:15 PM, james brennan <jamesbre...@gmail.com> wrote: 
 
 

� 
To view this discussion on the web visit https://groups.google.com/d/msgid/madcm/CAOeFo-
dixfYyD77Ct1xexfa5HssiptD%2Bxxt55qkUS8iFWJUEyQ%40mail.gmail.com. 
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